Exam Cram hits campus!

Aquinas groups bring resources and relaxation to studying, stressed students in the days before finals

By Matt Kuczynski
Editor-In-Chief

In the frantic leading up to peak exams of Aquinas, current students can be seen hunkered across campus over papers and textbooks, working hours upon hours to help with their thrusts. Father Matt Cerven, the week-long series of programs and events designed to help students in the last days of the semester.

Students can expect to see a full spread of snacks and free coffee in the library plaza, writing help from the writing center, morning pick-me-ups in the commons lounge, and evening snacks in the university lounge during Exam Cram signature Marathons throughout the week, among other events.

"We do this every semester the week before exam week," said Franciscan Fraters, Grace Hauenstein Library Coordinator. "Exam Cram officially began on Monday with a ceremony from journalist Jason LaVerne and an Open Mic Night in the Music Cafe. Many of the main, regular features kicked off the following Monday.

However, 24/7 open library hours begin on December 18. The various events are sponsored by a number of Aquinas College organizations, including the Grace Hauenstein Library, Campus Life, the Dean of Students office, Residence Life, Health and Wellness Services, and Student Senate.

The idea for Exam Cram came about several years ago during work with the Campus Climate Committee, said Paulini, who has been with the program since its conception.

"We don’t want you to feel alone. Instead, let us all come out to support one another," said Paulini.
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Highway Headache

Grand Rapids: New Holland plans to expand in 2014
The Grand Rapids Press

Grand Rapids News Editor Laura Farrell writes

As the new year unfolds, some businesses and local leaders are already looking to the future, and New Holland Brewing Co. is one of them.

On Thanksgiving Day, Curtis stole from the 3700 block of Jefferson Avenue SE in Wyoming after crashing a bus from the 3700 block of Jefferson Avenue SE in Wyoming. Curtis was caught on camera and was then arrested. The Saint.

Cougar sightings in MI
The Grand Rapids Press

Cougar sightings in MI

A large part of the extra money will be used to expand Concourse B so that it will hold more travelers. The airport will also add more flights into Grand Rapids.

COURTESY

GR airport set to expand in 2014

Grand Rapids News Editor Laura Farrell writes

The airport is also working on improving its local patronage to the Ford Airport, plans to expand its terminal to 8,832 square feet.

The Grand Rapid International Airport is also working on more changes this year. On November 26, 2012, the airport announced its approval of an $8.5 million expansion program.

A large part of the extra money will be used to expand Concourse B so that it will hold more travelers. The airport will also add more flights into Grand Rapids.

COURTESY

The airport is also working on improving its local patronage to the Ford Airport, plans to expand its terminal to 8,832 square feet.
We deserve an apocalypse

Stephanie Giluk | Culture Editor

The world is always about to end. Throughout history, people have predicted that the world was going to end in the next few months, if not the next few days. Whether it's the end of the world caused by a pandemic, an asteroid, or a natural disaster, people have been predicting the end of the world for centuries. Even today, people still believe that the world is going to end, whether it's due to climate change, nuclear war, or some other catastrophic event.

We are living in an age of doomsday predictions. Whether it's the end of the world caused by a pandemic, an asteroid, or a natural disaster, people have been predicting the end of the world for centuries.

On Christmas morning, I woke up to news that the world was going to end. As I sat in my living room, staring at the Christmas tree, I realized that I had been living with this fear for years. I had always thought that the world would end one day, but I never thought it would happen to me.

I, however, am quite sure that my world will end. I am certain that the world will end, and I am sure that I will be one of the first to experience it. I am living in an age of doomsday predictions. Whether it's the end of the world caused by a pandemic, an asteroid, or a natural disaster, people have been predicting the end of the world for centuries.
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Aquinas bowling continues to tear up the ice

By Kyle Kalisch

The Aquinas hockey team is doing well in their transition season so far with a 12-4, 20-overall record, and a 2-4 in the MICH West division.

Sophomore Matt Kiryka leads the team in goals with 13, and freshman goaltender Danial Palma has a 3.05 record with a save percentage of 77.9.

The Saints were hoping to build on their great season, with a home and away game against Davenport College. Palma put up eight points in the win over Davenport, helping the Saints advance to nationals.

We learned that we can and will compete with some of the top teams in the nation. We’re going to ingrain and come come out ready for the weekend,” said Head Coach Mike Farrar.

The Saints also had a home game versus Lawrence Tech and a home game versus Delta College.

Aquinas beat Lawrence Tech 7-3 and after a slow start against Delta College, the Saints won 6-4 behind five goals from Krzykwa.

The Saints are on action December 14 and 15 against Holy Cross in an away and home game and then away until January 3 where they will play against the Michigan State Spartans both at home and away.
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The Saints were hoping to build on their great season, with a home and away game against Davenport College. Palma put up eight points in the win over Davenport, helping the Saints advance to nationals.

We learned that we can and will compete with some of the top teams in the nation. We’re going to ingrain and come come out ready for the weekend,” said Head Coach Mike Farrar.
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Detroit Lions caught in a slump

By Catie Bing

The Detroit Reporter

The Detroit Lions played the Indianapolis Colts on December 3. They ended up losing the game by five points, with a final score of 33-38.

The game started out promising with a winning coin toss but ended up going down in a downward spiral. In the last minute and seven seconds, Colts kicker Adam Vinatieri nailed the game-winning field goal.

The Lions' quarterback, Matthew Stafford, threw a total 333 yards with this season with 16 touchdowns. To put in perspective, this season is the best of the last 26 seasons.

The Lions had prepped for this game for weeks leading up to December 16 at Ford Field. The competition was tough, but they played hard, but was not enough to secure a victory. The Lions fall in a 20-27 to the Packers.